In this paper, an efficient and effective framework is proposed for news video retrieval. Firstly 
Figure 1. Video database organization
Different from image retrieval, the task is to search out the most similar image (key frame) set, not only the single image. Which in turn means the temporal relationship between key frames should be highly regarded. State-sequence matching, as an effective approach in temporal pattern recognition, has been actively researched recently, where the key frames in videos are regarded as states in time-series.
The notion of state is fundamental for many state-based applications, which represents the static snapshot of the world in discourse, while the dynamic historical scenarios of the world can be characterised in terms of temporally ordered state-sequences. Generally speaking, a state-sequence presents a sequence of data, measured and/or spaced typically at successive times, which can be either points or intervals. State- The Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) is a typical similarity measurement for subsequence matching.The basic idea of the original LCS algorithm [7] is to find the longest subsequence common to two state-sequences along the same temporal order. For instance, the longest common subsequence of A3 and B3 is 'aabbbcd'. In this paper, distinguished from this concept of common subsequence in conventional LCS, we define the temporal common subsequence of two state-sequences as the common subsequence where each state is different from its neighbor(s) (predecessor and successor), that is, there are no continuous duplications of states in temporal common subsequence. For instance, the temporal common subsequence of A3 and B3 is 'abcd', rather than 'aabbbcd'. Correspondingly, the optimal temporal common subsequence (OTCS) is the one with the highest overall similarity integrated by the length of temporal common subsequence, the temporal duration difference and temporal gap difference (see the actual algorithm in section III).
Several algorithms based on the original LCS have been proposed. Some representative variants of these are: Time-warped LCS (T-WLCS) [8] which counts continuously duplicated common states in the spirit of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [9] algorithm; Compacted LCS (CLCS) [10] where only the common subsequence, the continuous length of which is longer than the specified threshold (th) is counted; All Common Subsequence (ACS) [11] which measures the similarity by means of counting the number of all common subsequences (including empty string in actual algorithm) and taking the strategy that the more common subsequences a pair of state-sequences have, the more similar they are. However, in most of these representative algorithms, many problems (see details analysed in section III) occur due to the neglect of richer temporal features such as temporal duration and temporal gap, etc. While time-series and state-sequences have been simply expressed as ordered lists t 1 , t 2 , …, t n (or s 1 , s 2 , …, s n ), leaving some critical issues unaddressed. E.g.:
• What a sort of objects do these t 1 , t 2 , … and t n
• What are the temporal order relationships between these t belong to? In other word, are they time points, time intervals, or simply some absolute values from the real numbers, integers, or the clock? 1 , t 2 , … and t n
• What are the associations between time-series/ sequences and non-temporal data that represent various states of the world in discourse?
, and/or between the sequence of collections? Are they simply well-ordered as the natural numbers, or they may be relatively ordered by means of relations such as "Before", "Meets", "During", and so on?
The objective of this paper is to design an effective and efficient framework for news video retrieval. The rest of this paper is organised as below: the quantization procedure is presented in section II. The formal characterization of time-series and state-sequences is introduced in section III. An Optimal Temporal Common Subsequence (OTCS) algorithm based on a formal characterization of time-series and state-sequences is presented and analyzed in section IV. Experiments on news video retrieval system are conducted and the corresponding results are analysed in section V to demonstrate the effectiveness and validity of the proposed OTCS. Section VI provides a brief summary and concludes the paper with the prospects for future work.
Video clip and state-sequence
As mentioned in the introduction, the key frames in video clips are regarded as states in time-series, which in turn means the video clips are regarded as state-sequences. In order to apply state-sequence matching algorithm to video clip retrieval, quantization is employed to map the sequential feature vectors into assigned character bins. The uniform quantization is the most common and efficient choice which can be defined as:
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where N denotes the number of the bin.
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Max Min = -denotes the step size and the Euclidian distance is employed to calculate the maximum value (Max) and the minimum value (Min) among feature vectors. By this quantization, most of the similar feature vectors, the distance between which is within the tolerance (step-size) will be quantified into the same bin. However, the similar feature vectors may be mapped into different bins if they are located on different sides of the cut edges ( , 1,... 1
Step k S k N = −  ), even though they are very similar to each other. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt the paired quantization method [10] for feature quantization. The two quantizers Q 1 , Q 2 are defined as following:
The feature vector will be quantified into the kth bin if it satisfies either quantizer Q 1 or Q 2 . So it can relieve the problem pointed in single quantizer.
Formal characterization of time-series and state-sequences
In this section, we introduce a formal characterization of time-series and state-sequences. For the sake of allowing expression of both absolute time values and relative temporal relations, in this paper, timeelements are defined as typed point-based intervals, each of which must be in one of the following four forms [12] :
In the above, R stands the set of real numbers, and real numbers p and q are called the left-bound and right-bound of time-element t, respectively. The absolute values as for the left and/or right bounds of some time-elements might be unknown. In this case, real number variables are used for expressing relative relations to other time-elements (see later). If the left-bound and right-bound of time-element t are the same, t is called a time point; otherwise it is called a time interval. Without confusion, time-element [p, p] is taken as identical to point p. Also, if a time-element is not specified as open or closed at its left (right) bound (that is, the left (right) type of the time-element is unknown), we shall use "<" (or ">") instead of "(" and "[" (or ")" and "]") as for its left (or right) bracket. In addition, the temporal duration of a time-element t, Tdur(t), and the temporal gap between adjacent elements t 1 , t 2 , Tgap (t 1 , t 2 ) can be defined as below: t = <p, q> ⇔ T dur (t) = q -p t 1 = <p 1 , q 1 > , t 2 = <p 2 , q 2 > ⇔T gap (t 1 , t 2 ) = |p 2 -q 1 | Following Allen's terminology [13] , we shall use "Meets" to denote the immediate predecessor order relation over time-elements, which can be formally defined as:
It is easy to see that the intuitive meaning of Meets(t 1 , t 2 ) is that, on the one hand, time-elements t 1 and t 2 don't overlap each other (i.e., they don't have any part in common, not even a point); on the other hand, there is not any other time-element standing between them.
Analogous to the 13 relations introduced by Allen for intervals [13] , there are 30 exclusive temporal order relations over time-elements including both time points and time intervals, which can be classified into the following 4 groups: The definition of these derived temporal order relations in terms of the single relation Meets is straightforward. E.g.:
Based on such a time theory, a time-series T n can be defined as a vector of time-elements temporally ordered one after another [14] . Formally, a general time-series is defined in terms of the following schema:
Meets(t i , t i+1 )∨Before(t i , t i+1 ), for all i = 1, …, n-1 GTS3)
T dur (t i ) = q i -p i , for some i where 1≤ i ≤ n.
GTS4)
T gap (t i , t i+1 ) = p i+1 -q i for some i where 1≤ i ≤ n-1.
Generally speaking, a time-series may be incomplete in various ways. For example, if the relation between t j and t j+1 is "Before" rather than "Meets", it means that the knowledge about the time-element(s) between t j and t j+1 is not available. In addition, if T dur (t k ) is missing for some k, it means that duration knowledge as for time-element t k is unknown. Correspondingly, a complete time-series is defined in terms of the schema as below:
The validation of data is usually dependent on time. For instance, $1000 (account balance) can be valid before and on 1 January 2003 but become invalid afterwards. We shall use fluents to represent Booleanvalued, time-varying data, and denote proposition "fluent f holds true over time t" by formula Holds(f, t) [13] :
That is, if fluent f holds true over a time-element t, then f holds true over any part of t. (F2) ∀t 1 (Part(t 1 , t) ⇒ ∃t 2 (Part(t 2 , t 1 ) ∧ Holds(f, t 2 ))) ⇒ Holds(f, t) That is, if any part of time t contains a part of itself over which fluent f holds true, then f holds true over t. Here, Part(t 1 , t) ⇔ Equal(t 1 , t) ∨ Starts(t 1 , t) ∨ During(t 1 , t) ∨ Finishes(t 1 , t) (F3) Holds(f 1 , t) ∨ Holds(f 2 , t) ⇒ Holds(f 1 ∨ f 2 , t) That is, is fluent f 1 or fluent f 2 holds true over time t, then at least one of them holds true over time t.
(F4) Holds(not(f), t) ⇔ ∀t 1 (Part(t 1 , t) ⇒ ¬Holds(f, t 1 )) That is, the negation of fluent f holds true over time t if and only if fluent f does not hold true over any part of t.
(F5) Holds(f, t 1 ) ∧ Holds(f, t 2 ) ∧ Meets(t 1 , t 2 ) ⇒ Holds(f, t 1 ⊕t 2 )
That is, if fluent f holds true over two time-elements t 1 and t 2 that meets each other, then f holds over the ordered-union of t 1 and t 2 .
A state is defined as a collection of fluents. Following the approach proposed in [14] , we shall use Belongs(f, s) to denote that fluent f belongs to the collection of fluent representing state s. For the reason of simple expression, if f 1 , …, f m are all the fluents that belong to state s, we shall represent s as <f 1 , …, f m >. Also, without confusion, we shall use formula Holds(s, t) to denote that s is the state of the world with respect to time t, provided that:
That is, a state s holds true over time t if and only if every fluent in the s holds true over time t. Consequently, a state-sequence S is defined as a list of states together with its corresponding time-series T n . A general state-sequence is defined in terms of the schema as below:
Holds(s i , t i ), for all i = 1, …, n GSS3) where [t 1 , …, t n ] is a time-series. Correspondingly, a state-sequence is defined as complete if and only if the corresponding time-series is complete [15] .
According to the basic set of axioms with respect to the point & interval based time-series theory [12] , for any two adjacent time elements t 1 and t 2 such that Meets(t 1 , t 2 ), we can denote the ordered union of t 1 and t 2 as t 1 ⊕ t 2 If Holds(s, t 1 ), Holds(s, t 2 ) , we have:
Holds(s, t 1 ⊕ t 2 ) T dur (t 1 ⊕ t 2 ) = T dur (t 1 ) + T dur (t 2 )
That is, the "ordered union" operation over time elements is consistent with the conventional "addition" operation over the duration assignment function, i.e., 'T dur '. 
The optimal temporal common subsequence
In above algorithm, the continuously duplicated states are not re-counted as new common states in any state-sequence. Secondly, in the same manner, we simultaneously record ( , ) 
Finally, the overall similarity with respect to the temporal order, temporal duration and temporal gap is defined as:
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Comparing with the conventional LCS based measurements introduced in section I, the main advantage of OTCS is that it does deal with the difference caused by the temporal duration and the temporal gap during state-sequences. The "non-uniqueness" problem (different state-sequences have the same similarity to the query state-sequence) is ubiquitous when applying those conventional algorithms due to the lacking of dealing with temporal duration difference and temporal gap difference. For instance, given three statesequence pairs (C 1 , C 1 ), (C 1 , C 3 ) and (C 1 , C 4 ) with the same temporal common subsequence 'abcd', we shall get Sim(C 1 , C 1 ) = Sim(C 1 , C 3 ) by using LCS and ACS, which states that the two state-sequences, C 3 and C 1 , have the same similarity to C 1 , where in fact they have different temporal durations. Also we shall get Sim(C 1 , C 3 ) = Sim(C 1 , C 4 ) by using CLCS, LCS, ACS and T-WLCS, which states C 3 and C 4 have the same similarity to C 1 where in fact they are with different temporal gaps. The proposed OTCS in this paper is the only one that can distinguish the different temporal duration or temporal gap, and in fact we have OTCS(C 1 , C 1 ) > OTCS(C 1 , C 3 ) > OTCS (C 1 , C 4 ) .
In addition, some other abnormal or unreasonable results occur in those existing algorithms when continuously duplicated common states exist frequently in state-sequences. For example, following CLCS, LCS, ACS or T-WLCS, one will get Sim(C 2 , C 5 ) > Sim(C 2 , C 3 ). However, according to the definition of temporal common subsequence, the similarity degree between C 3 and C 2 should be in fact higher than that between C 5 and C 2 . This is corrected in OTCS by reaching that OTCS(C 2 , C 3 ) > OTCS(C 2 , C 5 ).
Furthermore, in particular, CLCS is very fluctuant since the continuity of matched common subsequences may be destroyed easily by the unmatched states (e.g., resulting as CLCS(C 4 , C 1 ) = CLCS(C 4 , C 2 ) = CLCS(C 4 , C 3 ) = CLCS(C 4 , C 5 ) = 0) or by the continuously duplicated common states (e.g., resulting as CLCS(C 1 , C 3 ) = 0). In ACS, the similarity becomes extremely large (such as C 3 and C 4 ) when continuously duplicated common states exist frequently in state-sequences and will therefore underestimate the high similarity between C 3 and C 1 . T-WLCS even cannot guarantee the query statesequence has the highest similarity with itself: for instance, T-WLCS(C 1 , C 1 ) < T-WLCS(C 1 , C 2 ). Such a problem becomes absurd if, for instance, we have C 2 ' = 'aaaaaaaaaaaa', which will lead to T-WLCS(C 1 ,C 2 ') = 12 due to the unreasonable treatment to continuously duplicated common states.
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the performance of OTCS, we test it on a news video retrieval system. We have collected over 300 news video clips (state-sequences) lasting up to 5 hours as our database. The number of key-frame (state) of each video clip varies from 10 to 65. For each key-frame, we extract the 64-dimensional colour histogram as the feature vector which is then quantized by the paired quantizer introduced above where the similar key-frames will be quantized as the identical state. Several query sets are reconstructed:
Original Query Set (OQS): 60 state-sequences randomly selected from the database; Shortened Query Set (SQS): each state-sequence of this set is with length of (1-α%)*60 by deleting α%*60 states from OQS randomly; Lengthened Query Set (LQS): each state-sequence of this set is with length of (1+β%)*60 by duplicating β% predecessors with random position in OQS. Figure 4 shows an example of key-frame sequence of video clip with various temporal duration and temporal gap. The similar key frames (key-frame 7 ~11) will be quantized as the identical state, the duration of which is equal to the sum of their duration. key-frame2 key-frame3 key-frame4 key-frame5
key-frame6 key-frame7 key-frame8 key-frame9 key-frame10
key-frame11 key-frame12 key-frame13 key-frame14 key-frame15
We compare the performance with LCS, CLCS, T-WLCS and ACS. Again for OTCS, the temporal duration of each key-frame is set as 1 and the temporal gap between each pair of adjacent key-frames is set as 0 if they are identical or 1 if they are different. We set w L = 1 and test the experiment with w D and w G varying from {1, 1/2, 1/4, …, 1/128} and choose the values leading to the optimal performance. Table 2 shows the retrieval precision on OQS against top number (the number of the most similar video clips compared with the query video clip). Obviously, all similarity measurements perform better with the increase of top number, but generally speaking, OTCS outperforms the others. In following experiments, the top number is fixed to 8 where the precision of these five measurements has the largest standard deviation (std). Figure 5 shows the retrieval precision on SQS and LQS. It's clear to see that OTCS is much more robust than the others since by means of adjusting the value of the weight, it can handle temporal duration difference and temporal gap difference caused by deletion and insertion. CLCS is most fluctuant with worst precision especially in LQS since insertion operation may weaken the continuity of common subsequence. LCS is robust (with smallest variance) but not as effective as OTCS. In addition, LCS has less influence on LQS since it can skip the duplicated key-frames. ACS and T-WLCS are sensitive to the insertion and deletion degree as CLCS. Figure 6 shows the weight contribution of the temporal characters on different query sets. Generally speaking, the length of the longest temporal common subsequence contributes more significance than temporal duration and temporal gap on any query set. As for OQS, the temporal duration plays a slightly more significant role than temporal gap because of the existence of approximate adjacent key-frames which may be quantized as identical key-frames in video clips. For SQS, due to the deletion of some key-frames, the temporal gap plays a more important role than temporal duration while contrarily in LQS since the insertion operation generates more duplications of key-frames. 
Conclusion and Future Work
State-sequence matching is a very hot research topic in data mining [16] . In this paper, we have presented an efficient and effective state-sequence matching algorithm for news video retrieval. The fundamental formal representation of time-series and state-sequence is introduced in detail, based on which, we proposed a new concept of temporal common subsequence different from the traditional common subsequence. A new LCS-based algorithm named Optimal Temporal Common Subsequence (OTCS) which takes into account rich temporal information (including temporal order, temporal duration and temporal gap) between statesequences is finally designed and tested on news video retrieval. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the new algorithm.
Linear combination is the most direct method to combine the three temporal characters. However, it will be sensitive to the weight selection. Also, redundant calculation for the other two temporal characters seems to be able to be optimized, which will remain as our future work.
